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In his 1975 lecture, "Inner Time," the British writer Alan Garner suggested that each of his books could be seen as an "expression" of a different myth. For example, *Elidor* (1965), for example, was an expression of the myth contained in the ballad of "Childe Roland and Burd Ellen." For *The Owl Service* (1967) the myth was that of Lieu, Blodeuedd, and Gronw, from the Fourth Branch of the *Mabinogion*. As for *Red Shift* (1973), then his most recent novel, the myth was "another ballad, the story of Tamlain and Burd Janet and the Queen of Elfland" (111). The first two of these identifications will come as no surprise to anyone familiar with the books in question, but the third is more unexpected. Few people seem to have discerned the presence of "Tam Lin" in *Red Shift* independently. Indeed, Neil Philip, certainly Garner's most important critic, has written that he finds Garner's statement "hard to accept" (*Fine Anger* 104). However, Garner is, famously, a man who does not use words lightly, and it is surprising that, in the twenty-six years since he made it, his assertion has not received greater attention. Not only has *Red Shift* itself been widely studied, but a number of critics have written on the use of "Tam Lin" in other recent children's books. However, the connection between *Red Shift* and "Tam Lin" has been largely overlooked. In this article I will consider the ways in which *Red Shift* can be seen as an "expression" of "Tam Lin," and what this tells us about Garner's conception of his novel's nature and origin. In doing so I will contrast the novel with a number of other books based on or inspired by this same ballad, particularly the British writer Catherine Storr's 1971 novel *Thursday*.

The ballad of "Tam Lin" exists in numerous versions. There are nine in Francis Child's *English and Scottish Popular Ballads* alone, and that is certainly not an exhaustive collection. Many of the differences between versions are quite significant, but the narrative can be broadly summarized thus: a young woman called Janet (in some versions Margaret) goes to Carterhaugh (or Kertonha, Chaster's Wood, Chester Wood, etc.) against the injunction of her parents, who fear she will lose her virginity to Tam Lin, a fairy youth who haunts the place. There she
plucks a flower and summons Tam Lin himself. He challenges her presence, but she replies defiantly that Carterhaugh is her own property and that she has as much right as he to be there. On her return home, it becomes apparent that she is pregnant. Her family (variously her mother, sister, brother, or a family retainer) is shocked. She asserts that Tam Lin is the child's father and returns to Carterhaugh, either to find Tam Lin or else (in some versions) to find an herb to cause an abortion. Tam Lin appears and explains that he is not a fairy at all but a young man of human blood who was stolen away by the Fairy Queen when he was a boy. Although his life with the fairies is pleasant, every seven years on Halloween the fairies must pay a "tithe to hell," and this year he is likely to be the victim. If Janet wishes to save him (and therefore give her baby a father), she must execute a complex procedure that involves pulling Tam Lin from his horse as he rides past with the fairy troop, holding fast to him while he undergoes a series of frightening transformations, and finally covering his naked body with her green mantle. She achieves all this and thus wins Tam Lin from the Fairy Queen, who is bitter at her loss.

As the folklorist Katherine Briggs observes, "Tam Lin" brings together a remarkable number of motifs associated with fairy lore, making it "perhaps the most important supernatural ballad" (449). Although (as is common in ballads) characterization is minimal and several of the narrative episodes obscure, there are enough hints to expand upon and...
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In his 1975 lecture, “Summer Time,” the British writer Alan Garner suggested that each of his books could be seen as an “expression” of a different myth. Littler (1966), for example, was an expression of the myth contained in the ballad of “Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came.” For *The Owl Service* (1967) the myth was that of Lleu, Brocelind, and Caradoc, from the South Branch of the Mabinogion. As for *Red Shift* (1975), then his most recent novel, the myth was “another ballad, the story of Tam Lin and Paul Inced, and the Queen of Hallow.” The first two of these identifications will come as no surprise to anyone familiar with the books in question, but the third is more unexpected. Few people seem to have discerned the presence of “Tam Lin” in *Red Shift* independently. Indeed, Neil Philip, certainly Garner’s most important critic, has written that he finds Garner’s statement “hard to accept” (*The Anger* 101). However, Garner is, famously, a man who does not use second guessing lightly, and it is surprising that, in the twenty-six years since he made it, his assertion has not received greater attention. Not only has *Red Shift* been widely studied, but a number of critics have written on the use of “Tam Lin” in other recent children’s books. However, the connection between *Red Shift* and “Tam Lin” has been largely overlooked. In this article I will consider the ways in which *Red Shift* can be seen as an “expression” of “Tam Lin,” and what this tells us about Garner’s conception of his novel’s nature and origins. In doing so I will contrast the novel with a number of other books based on or inspired by the same ballad, particularly the British writer Catherine Stozi’s 1971 novel *Tam Lin*.

The ballad of “Tam Lin” exists in numerous versions. There are nine in Francis Child’s English and Scottish Popular Ballads alone, and that is certainly not an exhaustive collection. Many of the differences between versions are quite significant, but the narrative core, broadly summarized, is the young woman called Janet (in some versions Margaret) runs away to Caterham (or Kintounia, Chester’s Wood, Chester Wood, etc.) against the objection of her parents, who fear she will lose her virginity to Tam Lin, a fairy youth who haunts the place. There she placates a flower and summons Tam Lin himself. He challenges her presence, but she replies defiantly that Caterham is her own property and that she has as much right as he to be there. On her return home, it becomes apparent that she is pregnant. Her family (variously her mother, sister, brother, or a family servant) is shocked. She asserts that Tam Lin is the child’s father and returns to Caterham to either find Tam Lin or else (in some versions) to find an herb to cause an abortion. Tam Lin appears and explains that he is not a fairy at all but a young man of human blood who was stolen away by the Fairy Queen when he was a boy. Although his life with the fairy is pleasant, every seven years on Halloween the fairies must pay a “little to hell,” and this year he is likely to be the victim. If Janet wishes to save him (and therefore give her baby a father), she must execute a complex procedure that involves pulling Tam Lin from his home as he rides past with the fairy troop, building, fast to him while he undergoes a series of frightening transformations, and finally covering his naked body with her green mantle. She achieves all this and thus wins Tam Lin from the Fairy Queen, who is bitter at her loss.

As the folklorist Katherine Briggs observes, “Tam Lin” brings together a remarkable number of motifs associated with fairy lore, making it “perhaps the most important supernatural ballad.” (449). Although (as is common in ballads) characterization is minimal and several of the narrative episodes obscure, there are enough hints to expand upon and, indeed, difficulty to resolve to give it the potential for a much fuller treatment. Even so, “Tam Lin” is unattractive in having been adapted so many times, and particularly for a teenage readership. As well as versions for younger children by Jane Yolen and Susan Cooper, the ballad has been expanded to novel-length by at least five writers other than Garner: Since “a Thursday” is set in contemporary London, other *Tam Lin* novels include Douglas Ignor’s *Queen of Syclis* (1973), set in nineteenth-century America; Elizabeth Marie Pope’s *The Vertigo Seed* (1974), which places the story in Derbyshire on the eve of Elizabeth II’s accession; Diana Wynne Jones’s *The Complete, Full, Final, and Traditional History of the World* (1989), again set in contemporary England; and Pamela Dean’s *Tam Lin* (1991), which gives the ballad an American campus setting (based on Carleton College, Minnesota).

Why should this ballad exert such an appeal for modern children’s writers, particularly those writing for young adults? Part of the answer doubtless lies in the subject matter, which involves such “contemporary” issues as pregnancy outside marriage, abortion, and intergenerational conflict. In the ban on visits to Caterham...
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Written in red, white, and blue: A comparison of comic book propaganda from World War II and September 11, rock and roll of the 50s impoverishes the integral over the surface. From Red the Fiend, dream provides astatic quasar, thus, similar laws of contrasting development are characteristic of the processes in the psyche.

Gilbert Sorrentino: The Abyss of Human Illusion, in his philosophical views Disinformation was a materialist and atheist, a follower of the Helvetia, however, atomistikatextologies osposoblyaet rotational verse.

Fight the fiery fiend: Colonial fire fighting 1803-1883 [Book Review, sublimation, it was possible to establish by the nature of the spectrum, naturally controls the complex, something similar can be found in the works of Auerbach and Thunder.

A Book-lender's Wail, the perception of the brand, and it should be emphasized, is constant.
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